Writing, Rhetorics and Literacies

Let's talk about WRL!

WRL EVENTS

Writing, Rhetorics and Literacies Luncheon to allow WRL Faculty to meet current WRL majors and meet potential new majors and minors for the BA program.

The Luncheon will take place October 18 from 12-1 pm in front of Ross Blakley Hall.

Questions about the event can be directed to Kendra Bloodworth: kbloodwo@asu.edu

LUNCHEON DETAILS

• October 18 from 12-1
• Outside Ross Blakley Hall: 1102 S McAllister Ave

OUR BA COURSES

ENG 205: Introduction to Writing, Rhetorics and Literacies
ENG 390: Methods of Inquiry
ENG 391: Writing in Context
ENG 392: History of Rhetorical Theory
ENG 393: Theories of Literacy

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Students explore the ways that communication creates knowledge and action. Students study how communication is constructed, circulated, reacted to and repurposed through time and place. Through differing tools of inquiry, students investigate the history, theories and methods of inquiry as well as pragmatic and social actions of rhetoric, writing and literacies.

OUR MISSION

Create compelling arguments, engage in collaborative problem-solving and transform words into action. This program is for those who want to be on the cutting edge of knowledge. You can use technology, language and design to make a lasting impact.

CONTACT US

Program Director: Mark Hannah
Program Coordinator: Kendra Bloodworth
mark.hannah@asu.edu
kbloodwo@asu.edu